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Da Mimmo 

"Very Romantic Destination"

This exuberant Italian restaurant is big and usually packed. But its soft

colors are lit so perfectly that when you are sitting at one of the candle-lit

tables, it seems intimate. The food is classic. Try the Seafood Ravioli in

lobster cream sauce or the Veal Tenderloin. And if you have a favorite

Italian specialty, call ahead and the chef will prepare it for you. The

owners will even send a limo to pick you up at your downtown hotel.

 +1 410 727 6876  damimmo.com/  damimmo@aol.com  217 South High Street,

Baltimore MD
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Ciao Bella 

"Great Food and Martini Lounge"

Locals rave about this Little Italy favorite and it's martini lounge, where

your favorite drink is served well chilled. The bartender recommends 'The

007' Smirnoff vodka with a twist- shaken, not stirred. For dinner, try a

signature dish, such as the Shrimp de Stephano, butterfly shrimp stuffed

with crab imperial and served with fettuccine in a creamy shrimp sauce, or

the New York Strip Black Angus, a 16-ounce steak cooked to order. Valet

parking and shuttle service to/from Inner Harbor hotels is available.

 +1 410 685 7733  www.cbella.com/  236 South High Street, Baltimore MD
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Liberatore's Ristorante & Catering 

"Cozy Italian Restaurant"

Ranking among Eldersburg's favorite Italian restaurants, Liberatore has

been delighting the city's palate for more than two decades now. Hearty

Italian cooking dominates the kitchen at Liberatore with the menu offering

an extensive choice in meat and seafood specialties. The pasta selection

is diverse and should not be missed. The separate menu for kids should

keep the little ones happy. The atmosphere inside is cozy with wooden

hues and subtle lighting creating a warm vibe. The dining room has a

constant, but non-interfering buzz with families and friends as well as

couples making up the diverse crowd. The restaurant specializes in

catering and hosting private events is a pleasure, with two characteristic

spaces to accommodate varying size of groups. First of the five stellar

locations to open around Maryland, Liberatore is the place to go for a

hearty Italian meal with family or friends.

 +1 410 781 4114  www.liberatores.com/eldersburg/ab

out-eldersburg.html

 6300 Georgetown Boulevard,

Eldersburg MD
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